LUKE BRYAN GETS A "HALL" PASS

THIS WEEK'S NASH FEATURING KELSEA BALLERINI

INSIDE!
COUNTRY STYLE
GET YOUR OWN ZAC BROWN PENDANT

THE NEW GEORGE JONES MUSEUM OPENS IN MUSIC CITY

FLORIDA GEORGIA LINE
THE STORY BEHIND THEIR SIZZLIN' SINGLE

KRISTIAN BUSH
A DAY IN HIS LIFE ON THE ROAD

PLUS!
SUPERSTAR DUETS
DOUBLE THE FUN WITH COUNTRY COMBOS

ROSSUM ON DISPLAY
ACM Hardware

Those weren't any ordinary trophies that the honorees of the ACM Milestone Award received during the awards telecast on April 19. The seven recipients—GEORGE STRAIT, REBA MCENTIRE, BROOKS & DUNN, MIRANDA LAMBERT, KENNY CHESNEY, TAYLOR SWIFT and GARTH BROOKS—were holding an award crafted by the renowned DAVID YURMAN, known worldwide for his elegant jewelry and timepiece designs. “This was such a fantastic opportunity for me as an artist to celebrate and acknowledge other artists in an industry full of creativity,” David noted. “They have all reached this incredible milestone in their careers, and to be a part of this special moment and collaborate on this award was truly an honor.”

The legendary MICKEY GILLEY was presented with some hardware of his own during the ACM celebration in Arlington, Texas. Mickey received the 2015 ACM Triple Crown Award, recognizing artists who have won Academy of Country Music honors in each of these categories: New Artist, Male/Female Vocalist of the Year and Entertainer of the Year. Mickey was named Top New Artist in 1974 and won his Male Vocalist and Entertainer trophies in 1976. DARIUS RUCKER presented Mickey with his award during the ACM Presents: Superstar Duets show.